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SUSTAINABILITY INFORMATION STATION 7: IAQ & GREEN CLEANING
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2FOOD & FOOD WASTE
We offer food that is thoughtfully
sourced and carefully served from
natural, local and
sustainable
sources. Our food
is good for guests,
the community
and the planet.

WATER
We value water as a precious
resource and implement practices
and technologies
that reduce water
consumption and
provide clean,
fresh water to our
guests.

3 MATERIALS & 
RECYCLING
We actively track our purchases
for compliance
with our preferred
purchasing criteria
and aggressively
recycle.

8STAFF TRAINING &
GET INVOLVED
We are committed to local and
global sustainability efforts and
encourage others
to join us in this
journey towards a
bright future.

YOU
ARE

HERE

INDOOR AIR QUALITY & GREEN CLEANING

Our high standards ensure the best possible indoor
environmental quality for our guests. In alignment
with this commitment, our management team and
staff have adopted a property-wide green cleaning
policy. This policy specifies that our housekeeping
staff use green cleaning products as much as possible
to minimize not only the environmental impact of our

purchases, but to
also ensure that the
cleaning products
emit low or no
harmful chemicals
such as volatile
organic compounds
(VOCs). This results
in not only a pristine
environment for our

guests, but also protects the health of our staff. 

Our commitment to indoor environmental quality is
also demonstrated in our regular and thorough
servicing of our outdoor air intake systems and air
filters, ensuring healthy Hawaiian air is delivered to
our indoor areas.

We also implement an indoor integrated pest
management (IPM) program to prevent any pest
issues from developing in the interior areas of our
property. This includes using minimal amounts of least
toxic and non-toxic pesticides only when absolutely
necessary to manage any pest issues that may arise.

We invite our guests to consider that, on average,
people spend 90% of their time indoors. As a result,
the indoor environments that we create and manage
can have significant impacts on our health. Ensuring
that we are not introducing harmful toxins or
chemicals into our homes or workplaces by adopting
practices such as green cleaning, integrated pest
management, and properly servicing air heating and
cooling equipment can go a long way to creating a
healthy indoor environment for people and the
environment.

Mahalo and aloha!

1OVERVIEW
Our commitment to sustainability
is exemplified by our USGBC LEED
certification and
by Hyatt Thrive
and Hyatt Earth.
Learn more at
thrive.hyatt.com.
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OCEAN & LANDSCAPE
Being environmental stewards, we
go to great lengths to nurture our
coral reefs and
landscape,
including
responsible
stormwater
management.

65RENEWABLE ENERGY 
& ENERGY EFFICIENCY
We continuously pursue increased
energy efficiency
performance and
deploy a signifi-
cant amount of
renewable energy. maui.hyatt.com/sustainability

#HyattLEEDsGreen
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